Story one (written by Caroline)

Jo was settling a child by reading to him. Jo’s expressive language caught Bede’s attention. He moved over to sit beside Jo and Charlie. He began to point to the pictures with “oohs” and “ahs” and saying “cat”, “mouse”, and “shadows”. When Jo had finished reading, Bede brought the book over to me. We sat together and read. Whenever I said “a shadow came creeping”, Bede would go “Ooh, shadow!” and laugh.

I saw Bede with the book several times during the morning.

Review

Bede’s interest in books is shown in this story. He chooses to sit with Jo, then continues the exploration of this particular story with me.


Story two (written by Kim)

Bede walked up to me today with a book called Mouse, Look Out! He handed it to me, saying, “Shadows, shadows.” I assumed that someone during the week had read this book to Bede. We sat down together and read the book, looking for the cat and the mouse. I would ask Bede where the shadows were. “Shadows, shadows,” he would say.

During the day, on a number of occasions, I heard Bede saying, “Shadows, shadows,” and saw him sitting down reading the book to himself. When Darren, Bede’s dad, came to collect him, I asked him if he’d like to take the book home as Bede had shown a real interest in this story and in shadows.

The next day, Bede and Tania brought the book back, sat down, and read it together. Tania said that they had read it many times and were going to explore shadows in the weekend.

Review

Over the day, Bede showed a fascination with a new concept, “shadows”. The interest was sparked by an expressive story. We should look for some more books based on similar concepts. In everyday activities, we can extend Bede’s understanding of shadows.
What's happening here?

There are several assessments in this exemplar: Caroline writes about Bede listening to Jo read a story. Caroline reads Bede the same story. Kim also reads the same story to Bede and suggests to his father that they take it home because of his interest in it.

Bede and his mother go to the park and play a game that involves his shadow. She writes about this for Bede’s portfolio, explaining that he used to be frightened of his shadow. She adds some information about how Bede discovered echoes, notes his confusion between what the words “echo” and “yell” mean, and decides that the next stage is to go to the library.

What aspects of reciprocal and responsive relationships does this assessment exemplify?

Three teachers and two parents play parts in this series of stories that include Bede’s words in response to the book. The documented record is a fragment of ongoing conversations that include the family, a number of teachers in the childcare centre, and Bede.

The documented assessments are part of “learning in progress” as Bede makes meaning of things such as shadows. They record Bede’s participation in a number of activities. Each contributor to the record suggests ways in which the learning might be continued, such as reading more books, including books about shadows and echoes, extending Bede’s understanding of “shadows” through everyday activities, and using the library. Bede’s teachers and his parents are listening to and observing his shifting focus and interests and sharing what they learn.

The documented part of this ongoing “conversation” informs the everyday conversations among teachers and between family and teachers. Several lenses are valued here: Caroline notes Bede’s interest in books; on separate occasions, Jo and Kim note Bede’s fascination with the concept of “shadows”; and Bede’s mother suggests that this is not a new concept for him and that he has also become interested in “echoes”.

What is exemplified here is the interplay between books, experiences, and conversations in two places as Bede makes sense of “shadows” and “echoes”.

How might this documented assessment contribute to developing reciprocal and responsive relationships?

At the end of a long day in a childcare centre, there often isn’t time for extended conversations about the day. Because pieces of the whole “jigsaw” were recorded, all the players become reciprocal and responsive participants in Bede’s learning. Kim finds out that Jo has read Mouse, Look Out! to Bede and what his reaction was. Bede’s parents can make connections between Bede’s experiences at the childcare centre and at home and so can the teachers.

The documented assessment invites the parents to be involved in this “conversation”. The stories go home for the family to read, and the book is lent to the family.

What might this tell us about informal noticing, recognising, and responding in this place?

In this place, the informal and the formal (recorded) conversations are of a similar kind: the teachers describe events during the child’s day to the parents, and the parents describe events at home. Here the conversations build together on the same topic to help Bede to explore the concepts of “shadows” and “echoes”. Informal, unrecorded conversations will have added to this.